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INTRODUCTION
Neu-Pernau

Fig. 1. Town plan of New-Pärnu from the end of 17th century (Krigsarkivet) and approximate locations of
the trenches.
Jn 1. Uus-Pärnu linnaplaan 17. saj lõpust (Rootsi Sõjaarhiiv) ning trasside ligilähedased asukohad.
http://www.riksarkivet.se/default.aspx?id=7773#Pernau (10.07.2012.)
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EXCAVATIONS AT PIKK STREET
the archaeological investigations on Pikk street concentrated on the area that ac-

et al. 2009,
earlier researchers (h. laakmann, A. Vunk among others) have attempted to map (see
et al.
the main pipeline on the green area1 on the north side of Pikk street runs largely either
along the medieval street line or along the buildings at its south side, partly crossing
over the former market square.2

Character and capacity of the investigations
the investigations consisted of both archaeological surveillance and excavations (Fig. 2).
the trench for the main pipeline on the green area (length ca.
cultural layer remained north of the main line. the thickness of manually excavated layers
as thick as 3 m.3
-

street.

1

2

3

tional substance that had survived in the ground and to avoid excavations in the st nicholas’ cemetery.
the market square depicted on the early Modern plans is located at the site of the green area in
front of the present building at Pikk 4.

-
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trenches of Pikk street / Pika tn trassid
trenches of Munga and Malmö streets / Munga ja Malmö tn trassid

Fig. 2. Locations of archaeological excavations in Pärnu in 2011.
Jn 2. 2011. a Pärnu kesklinnas toimunud arheoloogiliste uuringute asukohad.
Drawing / Joonis: Andres Tepper
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Fig. 3. Schematic situation plan of the trenches at the streets of Pikk, Munga and Malmö.
Jn 3. Pika, Munga ja Malmö tänavate kaevandite skemaatiline asendiplaan.
Drawing / Joonis: Andres Tepper

Street plan
-
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on the crossing of the streets Pikk
and Vee a steep north–south oriented
trench emerged that reached the layer of
natural sand. excavations established only
the east edge of the trench (Fig. 3: i), as the

Fig. 4. Remains of the medieval timber paving on Pikk
Street.
Jn 4. Keskaegse puitsillutise säilmed Pikal tänaval.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo

of installing the pipeline (ca.
ing layers of the moat4 could be still docu-

must have belonged to the moat dug on the

depict it anymore.
timber pavements marking the medieval street front of Pikk street (Fig. 3: ii) could
be noted only on the eastern part of the main pipeline. Unfortunately the remains of the
tions of pipelines had destroyed most of the cultural layer and the former constructions. it
ment that marked the north line of the street front. the excavations could not establish the

in addition to the timber pavement of medieval Pikk street the excavations also
established timber paving both in the trenches of the main pipeline and the auxiliary
lines at streets crossing over Pikk street. in the main pipeline a north–south oriented
pits dug on the line of the streets nikolai, former gildi

quarters help us to understand the medieval street plan. the established locations of

4
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of the streets Pikk and Vee) that designates a stone building straight at the east ditchbuilding remains unclear, but it looks like it stood at some distance from other buildings and thus the supposed street line may have existed east of the building.
the excavations established the total of at least nine different stone buildings (see

and Pikk 4, at the south end of the auxiliary pipeline going to Munga street, at the cross-

Other objects
third may also have had the function as a sediment box.
cesspit no. 1 (Fig. 3: 1) had survived for at least seven layers of logs (diameter of
ern part of the pit. the southern part had mainly been destroyed in the course of earlier
contained a number of leather strips and other residue from cutting the leather, but also a
the cesspit may refer to a shoemakers shop on the market place.6

or refute the version.
-

6

remains of a alleged shoemakers shop on the market place have been discovered in tartu (Metsallik &
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Additionally to the cesspits also four
beams of stone building to gather moisture
Cultural layer and finds
the natural soil in the area is a layer of
Fig. 5. Cesspit No. 3, discovered in the auxiliary
trench at Munga Street.
Jn 5. Munga tänava joonele rajatud kõrvaltrassist
avastatud jäätmekast nr 3.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo

a greyish strip of humus from plants.
investigations on the main pipeline on
Pikk street demonstrate that the natuand nikolai streets has been relatively
the east part of the pit in the vicinity of
(absolute height 2.00–2.20 m a.s.l.). the
sand dunes that are considered to be typi-

the natural sand layer raises to the absothe oldest depositions related to
human activities from the third quarter
of the 13th century are the sandy layers
mostly distinguished in the vicinity of the
market square. these demarcate the cenFig. 6. Drainage casks under the 17th century timber
floor.
Jn 6. 17. saj puupõranda alla asetatud kuivendusvaadid.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo

on top of the 13th century deposits dominate mainly organic rich cultural layers
layers poor in organics and containing

therefore deposits containing mainly imported ceramics dating from earlier periods
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Fig. 7. Significant single finds from archaeological excavations in Pärnu. 1 – knife handle, 2 – brass counter,
3 – mould, 4 – fragment of Venetian glass beaker, 5–6 – knives from the 14th–15th centuries.
Jn 7. Pärnu arheoloogiliste uuringute tähelepanuväärsemad üksikleiud. 1 – noapea, 2 – arvestuspenn,
3 – valuvorm, 4 – Veneetsia klaaspeekri kild, 5–6 – 14.–15. saj noad.
(PäMu 25187 A 2662: 1484, 3084, 182; PäMu 25341 A 2663: 6, 4–5.)
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo, Rünno Vissak

of the moat and later levelling layers. As a rule modern times layers at the Pikk street
area have been mixed or removed in the course of land planning in the middle of 20th
century.
Find material consists of over 3000 items and includes mainly fragments of im-

st Andreas. the knife-handle is dated to the end of the 13th century or to the 14th
century (holtmann 1993, 301).
imported ceramics include a surprisingly large amount of 13th century pottery:

the authors are obliged to Arvi haak (tlM) for his consultations.
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Fig. 8. Fragments of Siegburg proto- (A) and early stoneware (B) refer to the earliest settlement history in Uus-Pärnu.
Jn 8.
Uus-Pärnu vanimale asustusele viitavad Siegburgi proto- (A) ja varakivikeraamika (B) katkendid.
(PäMu 25187 A 2662.)
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo
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the early pottery found at Pikk street exceeds by far the amount found prior to the
2011.9
earlier excavations10 suggests that the
centre of the early urban settlement in
the medieval market square. At the same

quarter of the 13th century. investigations at Pikk street do not refer to a possible prehistoric settlement.
Cemeteries
burial sites. At the crossing of the streets
russian garrison cemetery and at the crossing of the streets Pikk and nikolai burials
earthed (see also Malve, this volume).
the cemetery at the crossing of
streets Pikk and Vee (Fig. 3: A) dates
from the period after the great nordic war
soldiers and their families of the russian
garrison (Plaat 2011, 19). the russian
-

Fig. 9. 18th century Russian garrison cemetery discovered at the crossing of the streets Pikk and Vee.
Jn 9. Pika ja Vee tänava ristis avastatud 18. saj
Vene garnisoni kalmistu.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo

yet the exact site has not yet been determined. the investigation results suggest
that the cemetery extended as far as the
east side of Vee street11, as the renovated
south border of the cemetery, since no
pipeline.12
some burials already appeared, the majority of burials came to light at the depth
of 120–130 cm (Fig. 9). the burials have
partly been disturbed by several pipelines

9

10
11
12

Fig. 10. Burial No. 11 disturbed by an earlier pipeline.
Jn 10. Varasema veetrassi poolt lõhutud matus nr 11.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo
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skeletons have been destroyed during
on one occasion the electricity cable runs
and 40 intact burials13
a ca. 10 m long section.

gether, sometimes on top of one another.
aged the one underneath. this may mean
that although some burials had taken
place at different times, the majority of
burials are simultaneous and that more

Fig. 11. Burials at the St Nicholas’ churchyard.
Jn 11. Püha Nikolai kiriku kirikaia matused.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo

from a single trunk and contained remains of small children. in most cases the skel-

of the medieval st nicholas’ church. According to the investigation results the church14

in addition some burials in the north and east

ments of pottery suggest that the oldest burials may belong to the 16th century and the
las’ church itself in the south-eastern corner of the Pikk and nikolai streets (Fig. 3: c).
EXCAVATIONS AT MUNGA STREET

-

13
14

160

earlier pipelines had partly destroyed the burials. in addition to in situ
burials there had been disturbed.
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Fig. 12. Construction with corner post at Munga Street.
Jn 12. Nurgapostiga konstruktsioon Munga tänaval.
Photo / Foto: Rünno Vissak

ca.
eral earlier digs had destroyed the cultural layers and constructions.
in the northern part of the trench the study of dense layers containing organics
diameter and remains of braided fences. some of the discovered logs could have been
the process of levelling the ground.

161
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3.40–3.20 m a.s.l.

ca. 30 cm
above the surface of the pavement. the remains may have belonged to the construction of a shed.
Approximately 20 cm north of the
ferent periods and at different heights

3.05–3.00 m a.s.l.
posts may refer to the fact that a fence

Fig. 13. Upper and lower log pavement at Munga Street.
Jn 13. Ülemine ja alumine palksillutis Munga tänaval.
Photo / Foto: Rünno Vissak

in turn suggests that this may have been
ported by the fact that the layers, among
them several later sandy levelling layers,
on the northern and southern side of the
different periods, located on top of each
mentioned constructions (Fig. 3: X). the
-

3.36–3.30 m a.s.l.

moving part of the later pavement an earlier pavement came to light. it consisted of
the south ends of the logs of the upper timber pavement lay in bluish grey
clay. the layer of the clay extended to a

of clay isolation on the outer side and had

Fig. 14. Pavement of planks and boards at Malmö Street.
Jn 14. Plankudest ja laudadest sillutis Malmö tänaval.
Photo / Foto: Rünno Vissak
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the stratigraphy of the layers suggests
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that this construction dated from a slightly
later period than the pavement.
A number of randomly laying logs
at the south part of the excavation at the
-

same layer.
the older layers of the described excabirch bark, decayed plants, and in some
the studied layers dated mainly from the
-

Fig. 15. Malmö Street log pavement.
Jn 15. Malmö tänava palksillutis.
Photo / Foto: Rünno Vissak

EXCAVATIONS AT MALMÖ STREET
-

and could be observed only partly.
At the crossing of the streets Munga and Malmö and along Malmö street a
stallation had destroyed this construction in the northern part of the excavation.

-

be observed on the upper side of the logs. the layers on top of the paving consisted of

ca. 6 m.

163
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found. it contained stripes of leather and some darkened animal bones and only random small pieces of bricks.
straight to the east of the crossing of the Munga and Malmö streets a fragment of a

CONCLUSIONS

-
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KESKAEGSE UUS-PÄRNU ALAL TOIMUNUD UURIMISTÖÖD
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-

-

-

-

-

orgaanikarikkad kihid, samuti 16. saj orgaanikavaesed liivasemad kihid. iseloomulikuks olid ka mitmed
esineda ladestusi, mis sisaldavad ajaliselt oluliselt varasemat keraamikat.
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-

-

asustusele uuringud ei viita.

-

-

matuste juurest ei leitud, erandiks vaid osades kirstudes esinenud nahkjalatsid.

-

-

nud mitmesuguste puit- ja nahkesemete fragmendid. ladestuste koostis ning leiuainese iseloom viita-
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